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Abstract

Source-to-target simulation of an accelerator provides a thorough check on the consiste
the design as well as a detailed understanding of the beam behavior. Issues such as envelo
match and emittance growth can be examined in a self-consistent manner, including the de
accelerator transitions, long-term transport, and longitudinal compression. The large ran
scales, from centimeter-scale transverse beam size and applied field scale-length, to met
beam length, to kilometer-scale accelerator length, poses a significant computational cha
The ever-increasing computational power that is becoming available through massively pa
computers is making such simulation realizable. This paper discusses the progress toward
to-target simulation using the WARP particle-in-cell code. Representative examples are s
including 3-D, long-term transport simulations of Integrated Research Experiment (IRE)
accelerators.
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Introduction

A fundamental issue in heavy-ion-driven inertial confinement fusion energy is focusing

ion beam down onto the target. Whether or not this can be achieved depends on nearly all a

of the system, from the required spot size (the target design), the chamber conditions, th

focus standoff, and the state of the beam, to name a few. The state of the beam depends

issues as the design of the accelerator, the error tolerances, the behavior of waves on the be

ion source, etcetera. A complete understanding of the state of the beam at the target requi

the issues be examined in an integrated manner. Computer simulation is an ideal tool for thi

grated examination. In this paper is discussed some of the progress toward complete sou

target simulation of the beam.

The goal of the source-to-target simulation is to provide a fully consistent, fully integr

model of the beam, tracking the same particles from creation in the ion source, through acc

tion and transport, through final compression and focus, and to the target. Tracking the sam

ticles through the system removes any approximations that would be made by re-initializin

beam at the start of each section using low-order moments from the end of the previous s

The full detail of the dynamics is carried over from section to section.

The principal code being developed for the source-to-target simulation is the WARP[1] c

WARP combines the particle-in-cell (PIC) method from plasma physics with a detailed des

tion of the accelerator lattice. The PIC method captures the beam dynamics, including the

field, in a self-consistent manner. The model can either be three-dimensional (WARP3d), o

dimensional, axisymmetric (WARPrz) or transverse-slice (WARPxy). The description of the

tice includes accelerator elements having idealized axially uniform, hard-edged fields, as w

generalized elements where the applied field is specified either via axially varying multipole
2
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ponents or via data on a three-dimensional mesh. Electric elements can also be included se

sistently by including the geometry of the element as a boundary condition of the solutio

Poisson’s equation for the self-field. Additionally, there is an envelope solver which is prim

used to calculate the matched beam parameters in order to load the particles for the PIC m

when not injecting from the source.

Much work has been carried out in simulating various aspects of an accelerator. In thes

ceedings are papers describing simulation of the ion source and injector system[2,3],

focus[4], and propagation in the fusion chamber[5,6]. In this paper is discussed simulations

acceleration section, after injection and before the final compression. This section is like

longest and the most complex.

An additional aspect of the source-to-target work is general code development. This w

described elsewhere. Two major areas are development of improved methods of simulation

as improved algorithms for particle codes and Vlasov methods[7,8], and development of m

for the high-energy end of the accelerator, such as Darwin field models for magnetostati

inductive fields[8], and multiple beam models[9].

Transverse slice simulations

Considerable understanding of the beam behavior in the accelerating section can be ob

using the transverse slice model. The model includes the two transverse position coordinat

all three velocity coordinates. A major use of the slice model is characterization of the desig

erances and allowable errors.

For a place to begin the simulations, a preliminary design of an IRE[10] scale accelerato

drafted. The design is not necessarily optimized and is only representative. Some of the pa

ters and scaling relations are given in Table 1. The design consists of three sections. In th
3
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electric transverse focusing is used and the beam length (in meters) is held constant. In the

section, which begins the magnetic transverse focusing, the beam is compressed longitudin

the final section, the beam length is held constant and the accelerating gradient is at its ma

value. Using the continuous scaling relations and the transition points, a discrete lattice is la

ignoring the discontinuities in the velocity tilt. For the slice simulations, no accelerating w

forms need to be generated. Considerable work has been carried out characterizing a num

machine and beam errors in the IRE design.[11]

One issue is the alignment tolerance of the focusing quadrupoles. Any transverse offse

kick the beam off-axis, possibly (in combination with non-linear applied fields and image for

causing emittance growth and in the worst case causing some of the beam to be lost by s

the surrounding walls. In earlier work[11], the magnitudes of random quadrupole offsets we

so that, over the course of the simulation, little of the beam was lost to the walls. While it

known that the magnitudes of the errors were smaller than what could currently be achiev

experiment, the centroid displacements of the beam were representative of what wou

expected in experiments which include steering.

Simulations using experimentally achievable quadrupole displacement errors along with

steering have now been carried out. The offset errors in the electric quadrupoles were ta

have an RMS of 100 microns, based on estimated machining limits of the quadrupole stru

The errors in the magnetic quadrupoles are larger, 250 microns, obtained from estimates

errors in magnet designs. The error distribution is Gaussian.

The steering used in the simulations is idealized. At the steering station, the centroid po

of the beam is subtracted out and a small random error component added back in. To add th

component, which accounts for the steering errors (both in the sensing of the beam location
4
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the fields correcting it), the beam centroid is placed randomly within a circle of radius

microns about the axis. Any transverse velocity of the centroid is completely removed.

A series of simulations was carried out with different frequencies of steering, ranging from

best-case every half lattice period (HLP) up to once every forty HLP’s. The results are sum

rized in Table 2. For each of the steering frequencies, six runs were done with differing s

random errors. The pipe radius is 3.48 cm. The numerical parameters are: 64x64 field grid, 4

simulation particles, 60 steps per half-lattice-period. The quadrupole fields include fringes

the pseudo-octopole term and the lowest order longitudinal component.

In Figure 1 are shown some of the results. In all of the cases the emittance growth is w

acceptable limits. These simulations provide guidelines for how steering will be done in a

scale accelerator. They indicate that the beam can be steered back onto the axis fairly infreq

without causing significant degradation. Note that the RMS measure of beam offset is the

important, since the maximum can be anomalously large in the unlikely case that the errors

nate with the betatron motion of the centroid. More simulations are required for a thorough e

ination of the offsets in combination with other errors and non-linear fields.

Three-dimensional Simulations

There are a good number of issues which cannot be fully examined with the transverse

model and so require a three-dimensional model. For example, the injection of the beam inc

transients and the initial “catching” by shaped accelerating waveforms, preventing head an

expansion; head-to-tail variations in the mismatch and centroid offsets; and errors in the acc

ing and ear waveforms.

For a three-dimensional simulation, a complete lattice design is required, including the a

erating waveforms. For the simple case of “load and fire”, the voltage gradient on all of the ga
5
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the same at any time - all of the waveforms can be generated directly from the continuous s

rules. With “load and fire”, the beam drifts out of the injector until it is completely in the acce

ator and then all of the gaps are switched on to accelerate the beam as a whole - the beam

tains a constant length. Figure 2 shows example waveforms in the first section of a mode

design.

Using the generated waveforms and the associated lattice, three-dimensional simulation

carried out. The long and thin beams require significant computation resources. The num

parameters used are: grid dimensions 32x32x2048 for one transverse quadrant, 2,000,00

cles, and 10,000 time steps. The clock time for the run on 128 processors of the NERSC[12

900 was 1.1 hours. This simulation was only over the first section of the IRE design, with

electric quadrupoles (with no offsets). The beam travels just over 43 meters, or 168 HLP’s.

As an aside, it is important to note that good parallel efficiency has been obtained for

several hundred processors. With more processors, the efficiency begins to drop because

global nature of the required Poisson solve for the beam self-fields. Improved technique

being examined. Because of their large scale, efficient use of state-of-the-art parallel compu

essential for the source-to-target simulations to be possible.

The simulation shows a fairly quiescent beam. Essentially no increase is seen in the tran

normalized emittance (it varies by a few percent). The level of mismatch in the head and

small, roughly 5%. The difference in the transverse size in the head and tail is consistent w

velocity tilt, 30%. The global (over the full beam) RMS axial velocity spread ( ) is initia

0.3% and changes little. The overall spread is due to a combination of three effects: a th

velocity spread which is initialized to just under 0.3% (and equal to the transverse thermal v

ity spread), and decreases inversely proportional to the increasing velocity; the variation

∆β β⁄
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axial velocity in the accelerating gaps which is initially 0.35% and increases with the velo

and the variation of the head and tail velocities due to imperfect axially confining ear fields w

initially is zero and increases to of order 1%. With perfect ears, the estimated velocity sp

would be just over 0.2%. It is a coincidence that the three combined in this simulation to g

nearly constant spread. Over the course of the simulation, the local absolute velocity spread

changes little.

Further work will begin including element errors, use realistic steering algorithms, exam

other accelerating schemes (in addition to “load and fire”), and will include more of the acce

tor past the electric focusing section. One alternate scheme to begin the acceleration of the

can be called “fire and load”. Here, the gaps are switched on as the beam enters the acce

The first several gaps are tailored to have a rapidly rising waveform to give the beam its i

velocity tilt, i.e. the tail of the beam is accelerated more initially so it keeps up with the h

which has gone through more gaps. In Figure 3 is shown a sample set of waveforms for “fir

load”. After the whole beam is in the accelerator, the waveforms of both schemes are simila

“fire and load” scheme allows shortening of the accelerator length of order the initial beam le

and removes constraints on the rise time of the gap voltages, at the expense of more comp

waveforms and a small but unavoidable longitudinal expansion of the beam.

Conclusions

A thorough validation of the beam dynamics in an IRE or driver accelerator requires

grated source-to-target simulation, tracking the same particles from birth to death. Signi

simulations have been carried out of all parts of a large scale accelerator, including inje

acceleration, and final compression and focus. Much progress has been made toward full s

tion of the main accelerator section, which is likely the most complex section. Both two-dim

∆β
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sional and three-dimensional simulations are being carried out. The next step will be conn

the simulations of the different sections.
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Total Energy = 30 kJ
32 Beams of K+ ions
A = 38.96 amu
σo = 54o; σ/σo ~ 0.1
amean = 1.8 cm

Energy
(MeV)

Current
(Amps)

Pulse
duration

(µs)

Bunch
length
(m)

HLP
length
(m)

Occupancy
Accelerating

Gradient
(MV/m)

Initial 1.6 0.77 6.7 18.8 0.20 0.65 0.055

Electric Focusing v v1/2 v-1/2 v0 v1/2 v0 v

E-M transition 9.4 1.9 2.8 18.8 0.50 0.33 0.32

Compression v v v-1 v-1/2 v1/4 v0 v

30. 5.9 0.87 10.6 0.67 0.33 1.0

Constant accel v v1/2 v-1/2 v0 v1/2 v-1/2 v0

Final 200. 15. 0.34 10.6 1.7 0.13 1.0

Table 1: The variation of lattice and beam parameters as functions of the beam mid-p
energy, v. There are three sections: in the first electric focusing is used; in the seco
magnetic focusing is used and the beam is compressed; and in the third, the beam is
compressed and the accelerating gradient is held constant at its maximum value. The num
shown are for a specific model design and do not represent an optimal for final design.



ith
Steering
frequency
(HLP’s)

RMS offset
(mm)

Max offset
(mm)

1 0.11 0.62

5 0.3 3.7

10 0.8 4.6

20 1.2 6.4

40 1.5 8.0

Table 2: Beam centroid RMS offsets and maxima for transverse slice simulations w
realistic quadrupole offsets and ideal steering. The quadrupole offsets are 100µ for the
electric quadrupoles and 250µ for the magnetic. The steering places the beam within 200µ of
the axis and removes the centroid velocity.
10
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Figure 1: Results from transverse slice simulations with quadrupole offsets and ideal steer
The RMS beam centroid offset. The black is the ideal case of steering every HLP. The g
steering every twenty HLP’s. The two jagged curves show, for the two cases, the RMS ov
simulations for each z location. The horizontal lines show the maximal value over all of the s
lations. b) Thex normalized RMS edge emittance for the cases with no errors, and with errors
steering every 1, 5, 10, 20, and 40 HLP’s.
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Figure 2: The gap voltage gradient for every tenth gap using the load and fire procedure, p
relative to the time of arrival of the center of the beam at the gap.
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Figure 3: The gap voltage gradient for every tenth gap using the fire and load procedure, p
relative to the time of arrival of the center of the beam at the gap. The first six of the curves s
were tailored to gradually increase the axial velocity tilt.
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